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Motivations and Goals

Motivations
• Computing accurately a sentiment expressed in a text is a task largely needed in the

market, and ready-to-use APIs with pre-trained sentiment classifiers are available.
• However, sentiment engines asked to classify a text as positive, negative or neutral, do
not reach a 100% of accuracy. They show misclassifications in multiple cases, even in
cases that are straightforward for humans: this involves both research and industrial

tools.
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We ideally need industrial sentiment engines
• On the one hand, academic research advances are visible and international challenges
providing high average performance on
are organized each year, asking researchers to train/fine-tune their engines to work well
multiple sources and domains
on specific tasks (e.g. polarity classification, subjectivity or irony detection), on specific
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Motivations and Goals

Goals

1. Sentiment engine performance: Perceived by humans VS experimentally measured
2. What’s the performance gap between industrial “general purpose” engines and research
engines, since the latter are built to show high performance on specific settings (source,
domain, language, task, etc)? Are there differences in performance analyzing tweets or

reviews in different languages (e.g. English and Italian)?
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Outline
1. Motivations and goals
2. Sentiment Engine (mis)classifications
• On simple cases
• On difficult cases: «Cross-domain» Sentiment Classification

3. Experimental Evaluation of Research and Industrial Engines
• Results on Tweets

• Results on Product Reviews

4. Conclusions
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Sentiment Engine
(mis)classifications
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Sentiment Engine (mis)classifications

Sentiment Engines on simple classifications
We consider some industrial and research sentiment engines providing an online demo:
• Research engines:


iFeel Platform (running 18 research tools implementing different methods)



Standford Deep Learning

• Industrial tools:


IBM Watson



Google Cloud Natural Language API (Google CNL)



Finsa X2Check

We test 3 simple sentences with «clear» sentiment classification:

• A negative sentence
• A positive sentence
• A negative («difficult») sentence
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Sentiment Engine (mis)classifications

Engines on simple classifications: iFeel Platform
“I hate this game”

Screenshots date: June 10, 2017
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Sentiment Engine (mis)classifications
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Sentiment Engine (mis)classifications

Engines on simple classifications: iFeel Platform
“I like this game”

Screenshots date: June 10, 2017
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Engines on simple classifications: StandfordDL
“I like this game”
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“I like this game”
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Screenshots date: June 10, 2017

Sentiment Engine (mis)classifications

Engines on simple classifications: iFeel Platform
“I just connected my game with my facebook account and instead of saving the progress I
have lost all my progress and it came on Level 1 although I was on lvl 98 Please help!!!!!”

Screenshots date: June 10, 2017
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Sentiment Engine (mis)classifications

Engines on simple classifications: IBM Watson

Screenshots date: June 10, 2017
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Sentiment Engine (mis)classifications

Observations
● We showed objective examples of sentiment misclassification performed by popular

research and industrial engines, even on cases that are straightforward for humans

● However, it is not possible to make any kind of generalization of these results or let us

somehow rank the engines involved in the previous examples. In order to do that, a

wide experimental analysis is needed.

● Performance in sentiment polarity classification depends on many factors, involving the
classifier’s training (source) set and test (target) set. Some sentiment classifiers are
built to perform better on a specific:
 Topic domain (e.g. movies, politics)

 Textual source (tweets, reviews, etc.)
 Language
 …
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Cross-domain classification and difficult cases

Cross-domain classification and domain-adaptation
● How do we classify the polarity of the following text?
"Candy crush is my addiction, I love it!"

This is a case of domain-dependent sentiment. Moreover, It is well known in literature that:
 Users often use some different words when they express sentiment in different
domains [Pan S.J.,et al 2010]
 Classifiers trained on one domain may perform poorly on another domain [Pang,
et al. 2008].
 Cross-domain sentiment analysis research area works on domain-adaptation
techniques [Blitzer, et al 2007], [Pan S.J.,et al 2010], [Liu B., 2012], [Wu F.,et
al, 2016], [Wu F.,et al, 2017].

 Sometimes domain-adaptation may also lead to worse performance [Pan,
S.J.,et al 2010].
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Cross-domain classification and difficult cases

Document-level VS Sentence-level VS Entity level SA
"I like this game but after the iOS update I get a crash when the app starts. Please
do something!! "

• It is probably impossible to agree about its overall overall (document-level) sentiment
classification
• It is known in literature [1] that group of humans, when evaluating sentiment (the
polarity in three classes), agree in about the 80% of the cases since there can be
controversial cases due to the subjective qualitative evaluation.
[1] T. Wilson, J. Wiebe, P. Hoffmann. Recognizing Contextual Polarity in Phraselevel Sentiment Analysis. In proc. of HLT 2005.

Cross-domain classification and difficult cases

Document-level VS Sentence-level VS Entity level SA
"I like this game but after the iOS update I get a crash when the app starts. Please do
something!!"

Screenshots date: June 10, 2017

Cross-domain classification and difficult cases

Document-level VS Sentence-level VS Entity level SA
"I like this game but after the iOS update I get a crash when the app starts. Please
do something!!"
App2Check:

Screenshots date: June 10, 2017

Experimental Evaluation of

Research and Industrial
Engines
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Experimental Evaluation of Research and Industrial Engines

Experimental Evaluation
● In order to fairly compare engines performance, we need:


a gold standard reference



benchmarks on multiple sources and mixed domains



benchmarks in more than one language

● Tweets  we see a worst case for industrial engines



Benchmarks and engines from Evalita SentiPolC 2016 for Italian language



Benchmarks and engines from SemEval 2017 for English language

● Reviews  we see a worst case for research engines


Amazon Product Reviews: Benchmarks from ESWC Semantic Sentiment Analysis
2016
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Experimental Evaluation of Research and Industrial Engines

Experimental Evaluation
• About pre-trained, ready-to-use industrial Sentiment APIs: most of the commercial

engines for SA, in terms of service, do not allow to use their APIs to perform an
experimental comparative analysis.
• The goal of such tools is to measure user opinion and, as per every measurement tool,
being aware of its accuracy is fundamental.
• This is even more important in sentiment analysis since, as we recalled, pre-trained
engines may in general show a significant different performance depending on the
target test set.

• We considered industrial engines, having a public sentiment API and without explicit

restrictions in the terms of service to make a comparative analysis
General purpose APIs:
 Google CNL
 Finsa X2Check

X2Check adaptations, specifically trained on the target source:
 App2Check specifically trained on apps reviews.
 Tweet2Check specifically trained on tweets.
 Amazon2Check is specifically trained on amazon reviews.
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Evaluation on Tweets in Italian

Tab 1: Evaluation on 2K tweets in Italian from Evalita SentiPolC 2016. Industrial
engines added to the official results. Industrial engines VS research engines
specifically trained/tuned on the given domain/source.
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Evaluation on Tweets in English

Tab 2: Evaluation on 12,284 tweets in English from SemEval 2017, Task 4, subtask A.
Industrial engines added to the official results. . Industrial engines VS research engines
specifically trained/tuned on the given domain/source.
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Evaluation on Amazon Product Reviews in English

Tab 5: Evaluation on about 200,000 generic amazon product reviews in
English from ESWC Semantic Sentiment Analysis 2016. Industrial engines VS
research engines not specifically trained on the target domain/source.
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Tab 5: Evaluation on about 200,000 generic amazon product reviews in
English from ESWC Semantic Sentiment Analysis 2016. Industrial engines VS
research engines not specifically trained on the target domain/source.

Overall Results
In our experimental evaluation, we showed that:
•

considering the best performing research tool specifically trained on the target source as a reference
(worst case for industrial APIs – tweets from SemEval 2017 and Evalita SentiPolc 2016):
 X2Check is lower than 3.4% of F-score on Italian and 11.6% of Avg-F1 on English benchmarks

 Google CNL is lower than 13.5% of F-score on Italian and 16.3% of Avg-F1 on English
benchmarks
 App2Check [not tuned on tweets] is lower than 9.7% of F-score on Italian and 16.9% on English
benchmarks

•

considering the best performing research tool not specifically trained on the target source as a
reference (worst case for research engines – amazon product reviews from ESWC SSA 2016):
 on Amazon Product Reviews in English

 X2Check shows a macro-f1 score of 23.2% higher than the best research tool
 Google CNL shows a macro-f1 score of 19.1% higher than the best research tool
 App2Check [not tuned on amazon reviews] is lower than 13.3% of MF1 on English
benchmarks from Amazon product reviews
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Conclusions
●

Sentiment Analysis is still a very complex task and evaluating the engines results on individual
examples, counting just on the «human perception», is not a scientific approach and lead to
wrong conclusions about engine performance.

●

However, such «manual inspection» may help to focus on the engine’s defects, understand the

reasons why some misclassifictions occur and better design/improve the engine.
●

It is necessary evaluate the performance of a «general purpose» (pre-trained) sentiment engine
APIs, through an extensive experimental analysis on multiple textual sources and domains, taking
into account the overall average KPIs (accuracy, macro-F1 score, etc).

●

Since sentiment engines are measurement tools, it would be better if companies provided,
together with the pre-trained models, also some performance indicators on specific settings
(source, topic domains, language, etc), or at least let buyers perform a comparative analysis.

●

Domain/source-specific models show in general better results compared to pre-trained «general

purpose» classifiers. However, applying domain-adaptation techniques or recognizing the best
specialized model to apply, may reduce misclassifications on the target domain.
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